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A component has a substrate (1) made of a transparent 
material, for example glass. On this layer (1), there is a linear 
polariZer (2) on Which there is a layer (3) of a photo-oriented 
polymer netWork (PPN)(=LPP) Which is oriented in locally 
varying fashion via its surface Which covers the substrate. 
The layer (3) is adjoined by an anisotropic layer (4) of 
cross-linked liquid-crystal monomers. This layer (4) then 
has a molecular arrangement Whose orientation is de?ned by 
the underlying orientation layer The layer (4) Will have 
been photocross-linked by exposure to a suitable Wavelength 
of light, With the result that the molecular orientation de?ned 
by the PPN layer (3) is ?xed. The element denoted as a 
Whole by 7, can then be used as an optical component Which 
is protected against forgery, it being possible for the orien 
tation pattern of the liquid-crystal layer or the optical 
information stored therein to be made visible by means of an 
external polariZer (5), for example. 
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OPTICAL ELEMENT 

[0001] The invention relates to an optical component 
containing an optically anisotropic layer, Which latter has at 
least tWo regions With different molecular orientations. The 
anisotropic layer may, for example, be a retarder layer 
formed by cross-linked liquid-crystal monomers. 

[0002] Aparticular use of the components according to the 
invention is in the ?eld of protection against forgery and 
copying. 
[0003] The demand for safeguarding banknotes, credit 
cards securities, identity cards and the like against forgery is 
increasing constantly on account of the high-quality copying 
techniques Which are available. Furthermore, in loW-Wage 
countries, imitations of branded products and copies of 
copyright-protected products, for example compact discs, 
computer softWare, electronics chips, etc. have been pro 
duced and exported WorldWide. Because of the increasing 
number of forgeries, there is therefore a great need for neW 
elements Which are safeguarded against forgery and can be 
identi?ed both visually and by machine. 

[0004] In the ?eld of copy-protecting banknotes, credit 
cards etc, there are already a considerable number of authen 
tication elements. Depending on the value of the document 
to be protected, very simple or relatively highly complex 
elements are employed. Some countries are content to 
provide banknotes With metal strips Which come out black 
on a photocopy. Although this prevents them from being 
copied, elements of this type are very easy to imitate. In 
contrast to this, there are also more complex authentication 
elements, for example holograms and cinegrams. Authenti 
cation elements of this type are based on the diffraction of 
light by gratings and need to be observed under different 
vieWing angles in order to verify their authenticity. These 
diffracted elements produce three-dimensional images, 
colour variations or kinematic effects Which depend on the 
angle of observation and have to be checked on the basis of 
predetermined criteria or rules. It is not practically possible 
to use machines for reading information, for example 
images or numbers, encoded using this technique. Further 
more, the information content of these elements is very 
limited, and only an optical specialist Will be capable of 
discriminating de?nitively betWeen forgeries and an origi 
nal. 

[0005] Lastly, one should not ignore the fact that diffrac 
tive optical effects have in the course of time also been used 
outside the ?eld of security, in particular for consumer 
articles such as Wrapping paper, toys and the like, and the 
production methods for such elements have in the course of 
time become knoWn to a large group of people and are 
correspondingly straightforWard to imitate. 

[0006] Further to the diffractive elements mentioned 
above, other components are also knoWn Which are suitable 
for optimum copy protection. These include optical compo 
nents, as disclosed for example by EP-A 689,084 or EP-A 
689,065, that is to say components With an anisotropic 
liquid-crystal layer, Which latter has local structuring of the 
molecular orientation. 

[0007] These components are based on a hybrid layer 
structure Which consists of an orientation layer and a layer 
Which is in contact With it and consists of liquid-crystal 
monomers cross-linked With one another. In this case, the 
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orientation layer consists of a photo-orientable polymer 
netWork (PPN)—synonymous With LPP used in other lit 
erature Which, in the oriented state, through a predetermined 
array, de?nes regions of alternating orientations. During the 
production of the liquid-crystal layer structure, the liquid 
crystal monomers are Zonally oriented through interaction 
With the PPN layer. This orientation Which, in particular, is 
characteriZed by a spatially dependent variation of the 
direction of the optical axis, is ?xed by a subsequent 
cross-linking step, after Which a cross-linked, optically 
structured liquid crystal (LCP for liquid crystal polymer) 
With a preestablished orientation pattern is formed. Under 
observation Without additional aids, both the orientation 
pattern itself and the information Written into the liquid 
crystal before the liquid-crystal monomers are cross-linked, 
are at ?rst invisible. The layers have a transparent appear 
ance. If the substrate on Which the layers are located 
transmits light, then the LCP orientation pattern or the 
information Which has been Written become visible if the 
optical element is placed betWeen tWo polariZers. If the 
birefringent liquid-crystal layer is located on a re?ecting 
layer, then the pattern, or the corresponding information, can 
be made visible using only a single polariZer Which is held 
over the element. LCP authentication elements make it 
possible to store information, virtually Without restriction, in 
the form of text, images, photographs and combinations 
thereof. In comparison With prior art authentication ele 
ments, the LCP elements are distinguished in that the 
authenticity of the security feature can be veri?ed even by a 
layman since it is not ?rst necessary to learn hoW to 
recognise complicated colour changes or kinematic effects. 
Since LCP authentication elements are very simple, reliable 
and quick to read, machine-readable as Well as visual 
information can be combined in the same authentication 
element. 

[0008] As is likeWise already knoWn, the complexity of 
LCP authentication elements can be increased further by 
inclining the optical axis of the LCP layer relative-to the 
plane of the layer, uniformly or With local variation. This can 
be done in knoWn fashion by producing a PPN layer With a 
locally varying tilt angle on the surface. This further pro 
vides a tilt effect, that is to say the information contained in 
the birefringent layer is seen With positive or negative 
contrast depending on the angle of observation. The object 
of the invention is noW to provide further possible layer 
structures of the above-mentioned type for optical compo 
nents, electro-optical devices and, in particular, for copy 
protection elements. 

[0009] According to the invention, this is achieved in that 
the physical parameters and the con?guration of the cross 
linked liquid-crystal layer are varied and/or different layers, 
as Well as a variety of substrates, With differing respective 
optical properties are combined. Since the layers Which are 
used are generally transparent, they can also be applied 
successfully to already knoWn, permanently visible authen 
tication elements, for example Watermarks, holograms or 
cinegrams. The retarder pattern of the liquid-crystal layer 
can then be seen in addition to the permanently visible 
authentication element on observation using a linear polar 
men 

[0010] When using the transmissive birefringent layers 
described in EP-A 689,084, it is necessary to arrange one 
polariZer on each side of the element in order to read or make 
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visible the information Which is stored. A quick check of 
identity cards and the like is in this case made difficult by the 
involved positioning of the tWo polariZers above and beloW 
the authentication element. This disadvantage can be 
removed according to the invention by additionally integrat 
ing at least one polarization layer in the layer structure. If 
there is, for example, a polarization layer beloW the bire 
fringent layer, then one eXternal polariZation sheet, held over 
the element, is suf?cient for making the stored optical 
information visible. 

[0011] ApolariZation layer integrated in the authentication 
element can, according to EP-A 689,084, be designed as a 
dichroic LCP layer. It is also possible to use a polariZation 
sheet as a substrate for the PPN and LCP layers applied to 
it. 

[0012] Where a re?ector is present, Which can be omitted 
according to this invention, the polariser sheet may possibly 
be the polariser for ingoing light and the analyser for 
outgoing light, Which may not alWays be desirable. 

[0013] A further disadvantage of the authentication ele 
ments described in EP-A 689,084 is that, When arranging a 
polariZer beloW the substrate, the polariZation state of the 
light on passing through the substrate can be affected. If, for 
eXample, use is made of ineXpensive polymer substrates 
Which, by virtue of the Way in Which they are produced, are 
themselves birefringent then since the birefringence of these 
substrates is a random result of manufacture and varies from 
place to place, the birefringence of the LCP layer may, in the 
eXtreme case, be cancelled out, With the result that the 
information of the authentication element can no longer be 
read. Furthermore, the use of strongly scattering materials 
such as paper as a substrate is ruled out since polariZed light 
Would be immediately depolariZed by these materials, so 
that the polariZation state of the light Which passes through 
and is analyZed using the second polariZer is unidenti?ed 
and does not therefore carry any coded information. 

[0014] HoWever, if the integrated polariZer is, as proposed 
according to the invention, located betWeen the substrate 
and the LCP layer, then the substrate has no effect on the 
polariZation state of the light on passing through the LCP 
layer. As a result, on the one hand, it is possible to use 
ineXpensive polymer substrates Which, by virtue of the Way 
in Which they are produced, are themselves birefringent, and 
on the other hand the substrate need not be transparent. In 
this case, even scattering substrate materials can, for 
eXample paper and the like, are thus appropriate. 

[0015] There are a variety of products, for eXample paint 
ings, documents, photographs, compact discs, semiconduc 
tor chips, in Which the authentication element need not be 
visible since this Would impair the overall appearance of the 
product or Would draW the attention of a potential product 
forger to the authentication element. For these cases, the 
invention proposes that orientable ?uorescent dyes be incor 
porated in a transmissive structured LCP layer. 

[0016] There are yet further optical effects Which can be 
used for liquid-crystal authentication elements. Examples 
include those produced by cholesteric ?lters. A knoWn 
feature of these ?lters is that they refract, With circular 
polariZation, a fraction of the visible light spectrum in a 
Wavelength range depending on physical parameters, While 
the unre?ected light is transmitted (see: Schadt M., Fiinf 
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schilling J., Jpn. J. Appl. Phys., 29 (1990) 1974). The effect 
of this is that the transmitted light and the re?ected light 
have different colours. In order for this to produce visual 
effects, it is necessary for the Wavelength range of the 
selective re?ection to lie in the visible light range. For 
applications in Which the information is read by machine, it 
is of course possible for the refraction band to lie outside the 
visible Wavelength range. 

[0017] Different types of optical components, Which can 
likeWise be used as authentication elements in the ?eld of 
copy protection, are based on the combination of a linear 
polariZer With a cholesteric ?lter. Acon?guration of this type 
makes it possible (as also further eXplained beloW) to 
produce different colours, for Which use is in particular made 
of a second linear polariZer arranged on the opposite side of 
the cholesteric ?lter from the ?rst polariZer. 

[0018] Lastly, the tilt effect described at the start can also 
be produced in a different Way than is already knoWn. It is 
thus possible, according to the invention, to produce authen 
tication elements Whose tilt effects are more pronounced and 
Whose production is even simpler from a technical point of 
vieW. This is achieved, in particular, in that at least one 
birefringent LCP layer of an element is constructed in such 
a Way that its effective birefringence depends on the angle of 
observation. In this case, the optical ads may lie in the plane 
of the layer, ie it is not necessary to incur the eXtra cost of 
tilting the optical aXis out of the plane in a de?ned Way. 

[0019] According to the present invention, there is pro 
vided an optical component comprising at least tWo layers, 
characteriZed by a retarder and a polariZer, the retarder 
having at least tWo regions With different optical aXes. 
Preferably the retarder comprises an anisotropic layer com 
prising cross-linked liquid-crystal monomers. The retarder 
may be placed on an orientation layer and the orientation 
layer may be in contact With a polariZer. The orientation 
layer preferably comprises a photo-oriented polymer net 
Work (PPN). The polariser may be placed on a substrate. 
Optionally, a second polariser is arranged over the liquid 
crystal layer and a further orientation layer and further 
liquid-crystal layer are arranged over this second polariZer, 
and the second liquid-crystal layer may also be structured. A 
further polariser may be arranged over the second liquid 
crystal layer, and a third orientation layer and a third 
liquid-crystal layer are arranged over this further polariZer, 
and the third liquid-crystal layer may also be structured. An 
element for protection against forgery and/or copying may 
have an optical component as set forth above and an eXternal 
linear or circular polariZer, the liquid-crystal layer encoding 
information Which can be analyZed using the eXternal polar 
iZer. Such an element may be characterised in that the at least 
tWo liquid-crystal layers each encode a partial information 
content Which together form a total information content. In 
this element, the liquid-crystal layer may be designed as a 
retarder and is preferably placed on a substrate characteriZed 
in that the substrate encodes a part of the total information 
content. Preferably, the external linear polariZer is struc 
tured, and both the liquid-crystal layer and the eXternal 
polariZer each encode part of the total information content. 

[0020] The optical component may be characterised by at 
least one circular polariZer, or preferably by tWo circular 
polariZers arranged one above the other, one of Which rotates 
to the left and the other of Which rotates to the right. An 
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element for protection against forgery and/or copying may 
contain such an optical component and an external linear or 
circular polariZer for analysing the encoded information. 

[0021] The invention also provides an optical component 
comprising an optically anisotropic layer Which is formed by 
liquid-crystal molecules, characterised in that the optically 
anisotropic layer contains ?uorescent molecules, and pref 
erably has at least regions With different optical axes. The 
invention extends to an element for protection against forg 
ery and/or copying including such an optical component. 

[0022] The invention also provides an optical component 
comprising at least tWo layers, characteriZed by a cholesteric 
layer and a linear polariZer and preferably by an optically 
anisotropic layer, Which may have regions With different 
optical axes. The optically anisotropic layer may be formed 
of cross-linked liquid crystal molecules. The cholesteric 
layer and the optically anisotropic layer are preferably on the 
same side of the linear polariser, Which may be in contact 
With the cholesteric layer. The linear polariser may be 
arranged on a substrate, the cholesteric layer being in contact 
With the linear polariser, and an orientation layer may be 
placed on the cholesteric layer, and an optically anisotropic 
layer of cross-linked liquid-crystal monomers may be placed 
on the orientation layer, the liquid crystal (optically aniso 
tropic) layer forming regions With different molecular ori 
entations. An element for protection against forgery and/or 
copying have such an optical component and an external 
linear polariZer for analysing the information encoded in the 
liquid-crystal layer and/or in the cholesteric layer. 

[0023] The invention also provides an optical component, 
containing a birefringent liquid-crystal layer Which has at 
least tWo regions With different optical axes, characteriZed in 
that the optical delay of the liquid-crystal layer in the 
individual regions depends differently on the angle of obser 
vation. This component may be designed in such a Way that 
the colour of the clement on observation through a polariZer 
differs locally, and may be biaxial; preferably the birefrin 
gent layer is biaxial. An element for protection against 
forgery and/or copying may have such an optical compo 
nent. A further element, according to the invention, for 
protection against forgery and/or copying comprises a 
polariser layer Which has at least tWo regions With different 
polarisation directions. 

[0024] A further such element is arranged on a substrate 
and comprises an optically anisotropic layer Which has at 
least tWo regions With different optical axes, the substrate 
being a re?ective polariser. 

[0025] The invention also provides a device for protection 
against forgery and/or copying, Wherein an element of any 
of the types set forth above and an analyser are arranged on 
the same substrate, such as a certi?cate or banknote. 

[0026] Some of these may be considered as documents 
carrying invisible proof of authenticity, often in polarised 
light form. Some such documents, lacking a re?ective layer, 
may be authenticable using illumination from underneath 
(transmitted through the document to the vieWer). Some 
such documents may advantageously lack an integrated 
polariser. 
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Illustrative embodiments of the invention Will noW 
be described beloW With reference to the appended 
draWing. In a simpli?ed schematic representation, 

[0027] FIG. 1 shoWs a layer structure of an optical com 
ponent consisting of a polariZer, a PPN layer and an LCP 
layer, as Well as the associated analyZer, 

[0028] FIG. 2 shoWs the LCP structuring of the compo 
nent in FIG. 1, 

[0029] FIG. 3 shoWs a foldable document With an element 
of the type characteriZed in FIG. 1, 

[0030] FIG. 4 shoWs a layer structure constructed in an 
alternative Way to the structure in FIG. 1, With an additional 
PPN layer and LCP layer, as Well as an analyZer Which is 
arranged after the layer structure in the direction in Which 
light travels, 
[0031] FIG. 5 shoWs a layer structure constructed in an 
alternative Way to the structure in FIG. 1, With an additional 
PPN layer and LCP layer, as Well as an analyZer Which is 
arranged before the layer structure in the direction in Which 
light travels, 
[0032] FIG. 6 shoWs a layer structure constructed in an 
alternative Way to the structure in FIG. 1, With tWo addi 
tional PPN and LCP layers, as Well as tWo external polar 
iZers on opposite sides, 

[0033] FIGS. 7a and 7b shoW an LCP component Which 
has a locally different orientation and a cholesteric ?lter, as 
Well as a polariZer arranged after the element in the direction 
in Which light travels, 

[0034] FIGS. 8a and 8b shoW a layer structure Which is of 
the type shoWn in FIG. 7, but With a polariZer arranged 
before the element in the direction in Which light travels, 

[0035] FIGS. 9a and 9b shoW a layer structure Which is of 
the type shoWn in FIG. 7 but With an additional cholesteric 
?lter, 
[0036] FIGS. 10a and 10b shoW a layer structure Which is 
of the type shoWn in FIG. 7, but in Which the cholesteric 
?lter and the polariZer are interchanged, 

[0037] FIG. 11 shoWs a tWo-layer authentication element 
consisting of a cholesteric ?lter and a ?rst linear polariZer, 
as Well as an associated analyZer, and 

[0038] FIG. 12 shoWs a layer structure as in FIG. 11, but 
With an additional retarder layer. 

[0039] The schematic section represented in FIG. 1 
through a layer structure of a ?rst illustrative embodiment 
according to the invention shoWs a substrate 1, made of a 
transparent material such as glass, for example, or of a 
scattering material, such as paper, for example. On the 
substrate, there is a linear polariZer 2, on Which there is a 
layer 3 of a photo-oriented polymer netWork (PPN) Whose 
orientation varies locally (e.g. imageWise) over its surface 
on the substrate. Examples of materials Which are suitable 
for this include cinnamic acid derivatives, as described for 
example in EP-A 525,478 or US. Pat. No. 5,389,698. They 
are oriented and at the same time cross-linked by selective 
exposure to linearly polariZed UV light. 

[0040] An anisotropic layer 4 of cross-linked liquid-crys 
tal monomers adjoins the layer 3. This LCP layer 4 consists 
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in this case of a molecular arrangement Whose orientation is 
predetermined by the orientation of die underlying layer 2. 
Using light of a suitable Wavelength, the LCP layer 4 is 
photo-cross-linked, by means of Which the molecular ori 
entation de?ned by the PPN layer 3 is ?xed. Using an 
external polariZer 5, the orientation pattern or the stored 
optical information (i.e. the image) can be made visible, for 
Which purpose light passes from beloW in the direction of the 
arroW 6 through the element denoted overall as 7, and the 
polariZer 5 (acting in this case as an analyZer) is held over 
the element 7. 

[0041] FIG. 2 shoWs the preferred mutual orientation of 
the optical axes of adjacent locally structured regions of the 
LCP layer 4. In order to produce maximum contrast, the 
optical axes of adjacent regions are angled at 45B. 

[0042] FIG. 3 shoWs a variant, still according to the 
invention for simplifying the veri?cation of such LCP secu 
rity items. In this case, the second (external) polariZer 5 is 
mounted on a light-transmitting ?exible substrate 8, such as 
a document or a banknote. 

[0043] This is done in such a Way that the polariZer 5 can 
be positioned over the element 7 mounted elseWhere on the 
same banknote, by folding or bending the banknote 8, so that 
the stored LCP image can be seen through the polariZer 5 on 
looking through. In this Way, both polariZers needed for 
recogniZing the stored authentication element are present on 
the same substrate, With the result that it is not necessary to 
have external polariZers, and thus no further aids for anal 
ysing the information are necessary. 

[0044] Of course, the second polariZer 5 may itself again 
form part of a layer structure Which in turn bears an LCP 
layer. On the one hand, there are then simultaneously tWo 
LCP layer structures on one substrate, With information 
content Which can be made visible separately from one 
another as individual patterns, in each case using an external 
polariZer. On the other hand, the optical anisotropies of the 
tWo LCP layers can also be combined With one another if the 
substrate is bent and then vieWed through tWo polariZers. In 
this case, a third pattern is produced Which differs from the 
tWo individual patterns. 

[0045] Complexity, surprise, and the optical quality and 
information content can all be increased according to the 
invention by making the layer structure of tWo information 
carrying LCP layers sandWiching a polariZation layer. 
Depending on Whether a second, external polariZer is then 
arranged above or beloW the layer structure, one or other of 
the information contents can be seen. The arrangement of 
the layers of corresponding elements are represented sche 
matically in FIGS. 4 and 5. In this case, the tWo PPN and 
LCP layers, respectively together forming a pair, are denoted 
11a and 11b or 12a and 12b, respectively, and the polariZer 
layer arranged betWeen the tWo pairs is denoted 13. The 
external polariZer Which acts as an analyZer is here denoted 
14a or 14b, and the direction of the light is denoted 15. 

[0046] If, hoWever, one external polariZer, notionally 14a 
and 14b (not shoWn), is arranged both above and beloW, then 
both information contents are seen at the same time. If one 

or both external polariZers are rotated through 90°, the 
information contents Will be inverted independently of one 
another, that is to say represented in negative. For example, 
an image could be stored in one of the tWo LCP layers and 
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corresponding textual information could be Written in the 
other. By choosing the arrangement of the polariZer, it is 
then possible to make only the image or only the text visible, 
or both visible at the same time. 

[0047] Analogously With the examples described above 
With reference to FIGS. 1 to 5, the number of PPN and LCP 
layers can be increased further. In the case of an element 29 
having a three-layer structure (FIG. 6), the layers 21a/21b, 
22a/22b and 23a/23b are separated from one another by tWo 
crossed polariZer layers 24 and 25. In this layer structure, the 
central LCP layer 22b arranged betWeen the tWo polariZers 
24 and 25 can be produced according to the method dis 
closed in EP-A 689,084. With light 26 incident at right 
angles to the plane of the layer, the information in the central 
layer 22b is in this case permanently visible, While the 
information in the upper or loWer LCP layers 23b and 21b, 
respectively, can as described above be made visible by 
arranging an external polariZer 27 or 28 above or beloW the 
element 29. If both the polariZer 27 and the polariZer 28 are 
applied simultaneously to each side of the element 29, then 
the information in all three LCP layers can be made visible 
at the same time. In this Way, for example, a single image 
can be broken doWn and distributed betWeen the three LCP 
layers 21b, 22b and 23b. Only by arranging one or tWo 
external polariZers Will the individual parts of the image be 
recombined to form the original image. 

[0048] The information in the central LCP layer may, 
hoWever, also be coded through locally varying tilt angle, or 
through tilt effects of the type Which Will be described beloW, 
that is to say, for example, through spatially varying direc 
tions of the optical axis relative to the plane of the layer. The 
result of this, in the case of the layer system consisting of 
three LCP layers With polariZation layers lying in betWeen, 
is that the information in the central image cannot initially 
be seen so long as the layer is vieWed at right angles. Only 
on observation at an oblique angle does the information in 
the central layer become visible, because of the different 
birefringence of regions With different tilt directions for the 
optical axis. By using one or tWo external polariZers, the 
information contents of the loWer and/or upper layers are 
then visible at the same time as the information in the central 
layer. 

[0049] The complexity can be increased by further LCP 
layers Which are respectively separated from the others by 
polariZation layers. The information in each of the LCP 
layers can thus be stored differently, for example through 
local variation of the direction of the optical axis in the plane 
as Well as out of the plane. As a result, the information 
content in the individual layers can be vieWed independently 
of each other according to the angle of observation and the 
arrangement of external polariZers. 

[0050] Linearly polariZing layers can also be produced 
using LCP layers Which contain dichroic dye molecules. The 
dichroic molecules orient in such layers according to the 
local orientation of the LCP molecules, so that light is 
linearly polariZed locally in the layer, that is to say according 
to the orientation of the dichroic dye molecules. By struc 
turing the doped LCP layer, it is thereby possible to produce 
polariZation layers With locally differing polariZation direc 
tion. The brightness and/or colour of the birefringent layer 
betWeen tWo polariZers depends on the direction of the 
optical axis of the retarder layer, as Well as on the transmis 
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sion directions of the tWo polariZers, one(or both) of the 
polariZers needed to visualize the retarder pattern can them 
selves be structured and therefore carry information. The 
patterns in the retarders and polariZers can then be matched 
With one another. It is thus possible to put one part of the 
information in the LCP layer and another part in the polar 
iZation layer. The total information content can then be read 
only by an individual Who is provided With the structured 
polariZer matching the retarder layer. If there is a re?ector 
under the structured retarder layer, then the second (option 
ally unstructured) polariZer underneath the retarder layer is 
no longer required for reading the information. HoWever, 
just as part of the information content can be put in the 
analyZer, part of the information may already be present 
permanently on the substrate. In this Way, for example, a 
photograph can be broken doWn into a part permanently 
visible on the substrate, and an initially invisible part Which 
is put in the retarder layer and cannot be seen unless a 
polariZer is used. In the case of a LCP pattern on a re?ector, 
a further variant could be the re?ector itself structured. On 
observation through a polariZer, the additional information 
Which is stored in the structured retarder layer is then seen 
inside the re?ecting regions. 

[0051] As already mentioned at the start, there a variety of 
products, for example paintings, documents, photographs, 
compact discs and semiconductor chips, in Which the 
authentication element is not intended to be visible. Trans 
missive structured retarder layers Would satisfy this condi 
tion, but in order to visualize the information Which they 
contain, a polariZer is placed before and after the retarder 
layer, Which is possible only if the substrate does not alter 
the polariZation state of the light. In contrast, in the case of 
re?ective elements based on structured retarders, it is nec 
essary for there to be a re?ector, Which as a rule can alWays 
be seen, under the retarder layer. 

[0052] For cases of this type, it is a further object to 
provide an authentication element Which although carrying 
retrievable information, cannot be seen under normal con 
ditions. According to the invention, this is achieved in that 
the orientable ?uorescent dyes, Which either ?uoresce aniso 
tropically or (and) absorb light anisotropically and have 
absorption bands in the UV range, are incorporated in a 
structured LCP layer. If the ?uorescent molecules are chosen 
suitably, than on exposure to polariZed UV light, those 
molecules Whose transition moment is parallel to the polar 
iZation direction of the exciting UV light, are preferably 
excited. In an LCP layer in Which the ?uorescent molecules 
are Zonally perpendicular to one another in accordance With 
the LCP orientation, only those regions Whose orientation is 
parallel to the polariZation direction of the UV light Will 
consequently ?uoresce, and this makes it possible to see the 
information stored in the layer Which is invisible in the 
absence of UV excitation. 

[0053] As an alternative, the doped LCP layer may also be 
excited With isotropic light. If the ?uorescent molecules are 
chosen suitably, they radiate the ?uorescent light With a 
polariZation, the direction of the polariZation being deter 
mined by the orientation of the molecules. Using a polariZer, 
it is possible to discriminate betWeen regions With different 
polariZation of ?uorescent light, and this makes it possible 
to see the information present in the layer. 

[0054] FIGS. 7 to 10 shoW optical elements With at least 
one cholesteric ?lter Which, as already mentioned at the 
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start, can also be used for authentication elements With 
cross-linked liquid-crystal molecules. 

[0055] In a ?rst illustrative embodiment (FIGS. 7a and 
7b) of this category of elements, use is made of a structured 
LCP retarder layer 31 Whose optical delay or path difference 
is M4, and in Which the information is encoded by means of 
regions Whose optical axes are perpendicular to one another. 
If a cholesteric ?lter 33 Whose selective re?ection Wave 
length ?»R lies in the visible light range is then placed under 
this structured retarder layer 31, or under its PPN orientation 
layer 32, then light passing through the cholesteric ?lter in 
the direction of the arroW 34 from beloW, Will ?rst be 
circularly polariZed in the region of the selective bands. On 
passing through the structure retarder layer 31, the circularly 
polariZed light Will then be converted into linearly polariZed 
light because of the kR/4 optical delay. Since, as represented 
in FIG. 7b, the optical axes in the differently oriented 
regions are perpendicular to one another, the polariZation 
direction of the linearly polariZed light after passing through 
the corresponding regions is also rotated through 90° rela 
tive to one another. If a linear polariZer 35 having a 
transmission angle [3=45°, measured relative to the direc 
tions of the mutually perpendicular optical axes of the 
retarder layer 31, is then held over this arrangement, then 
coloured and colourless regions Will be seen. When the 
polariZation 35 is rotated through 90°, the optical properties 
of the regions Will be interchanged. 

[0056] On the other hand, if the light is not put into the 
element through the arrangement consisting of the ?lter 33, 
the PPN layer 32 and the retarder layer 31, but is incident 
through the linear polariZer from above, as shoWn in FIG. 8, 
then the pattern Which has been Written Will be seen in 
complementary colours in the re?ective light. In this Way, it 
is possible to produce authentication elements With high 
information content, in Which the information appears as 
complementary colours depending on Whether the transmit 
ted or re?ected light is observed. 

[0057] Both the circular polariZer and the linear polariZer 
may form part of the layer structure, in Which case they are 
permanently present. They may, hoWever, be arranged above 
or beloW the layer only When the information is read. A 
circular polariZer layer may, for example, be formed from a 
layer of chiral LCP material Which is only a feW microme 
tres thick. 

[0058] The element represented in FIG. 9a has a similar 
design to the element in FIG. 7, and has a structured retarder 
layer 41 With an optical delay of about M4. In this case as 
Well, the information is encoded by means of regions With 
mutually perpendicular optical axes, as shoWn in FIG. 9b. In 
this illustrative embodiment, hoWever, one left-rotating and 
one right-rotating cholesteric ?lter 42 and 43, respectively, 
are arranged in series under the PPN layer 44 belonging to 
the retarder layer 41. The maxima of the selected re?ection 
bands of the tWo ?lters 42 and 43 lie in different Wavelength 
ranges. If a linear polariZer 45 is again held over the 
structured retarder layer, then the regions With mutually 
perpendicular optical axes appear With different colours. 
When the polariZer or the retarder layer is rotated through 
90D, the colours of the regions are interchanged. 

[0059] A ?nal further element in this category is shoWn by 
FIGS. 10a and 10b. In this case as Well, use is made of a 
structured M4 retarder layer 51, in Which the information is 
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encoded by means of regions With mutually perpendicular 
optical axes. In contrast to the example in FIG. 7, the linear 
polariZer 52 and the cholesteric ?lter 53 are in this case 
interchanged. Light incident form beloW in the direction of 
the arroW 54 Will ?rstly undergo uniform linear polariZation 
by the linear polariZer 52 and, on passing through the 
structured retarder layer 51, Will become left or right circu 
larly polariZed depending on the direction of the optical axis. 
If a cholesteric ?lter 53 Which acts as a circular polariZer is 
held above, then either left or right circularly polariZed light 
Will be transmitted, depending on the sense of rotation of the 
circular polariZer, and light With the opposite sense of 
rotation Will be re?ected. The pattern Written in the retarder 
layer 51, encoded by different optical axis directions, then 
appears as a pattern of bright coloured regions. 

[0060] If, in this special case, the circular polariZer 53 is 
replaced by a second linear polariZer, then the pattern cannot 
be seen since the polariZation state of the light after passing 
through the regions of the retarder layer 51 is either right or 
left circularly polariZed. 

[0061] The fact that retarder regions Whose optical axes 
are mutually perpendicular cannot be distinguished using 
linear polariZers, opens up the possibility of Writing different 
information contents in an LCP layer, it being possible for 
these to be read independently of one another using different 
aids. To do this, for example, ?rst information, as described 
in the illustrative embodiment in FIG. 10, can be encoded 
using regions With mutually perpendicular optical axes. 
Second information is then encoded using regions Whose 
optical axes make an angle of 45° With the mutually per 
pendicular axes in the said ?rst regions. If, as described in 
the illustrative embodiment in FIG. 10, a linear polariZer is 
placed under the retarder layer and the layer is illuminated 
through it, then only the second information is seen When 
using a second linear polariZer Which is held over the 
element formed by the linear polariZer, PPN layer and LCP 
layer. In contrast, the ?rst information is seen With a normal 
observation angle, only if (as already explained) a circular 
polariZer instead of the linear polariZer is held over the 
retarder layer, and in this case the second information can 
also be seen With a reduced intensity. In an authentication 
element, it Would thus, for example, be possible to have a 
polariZation layer permanently integrated under the struc 
tured retarder layer, so that in order to verify the authenticity 
of the element, it is suf?cient to hold the linear polariZer and 
circular polariZer successively over the said element in order 
to see the different information contents. 

[0062] Lastly, it Will be pointed in this regard that, When 
at least one cholesteric ?lter is used, there is the further 
possibility, in order to visualiZe a retarder structure, of not 
using any linear polariZers, but only using circular polariZ 
ers. The information is, for this purpose, recorded by struc 
turing the optical delay in the retarder layer, it then being 
possible for the optical axis to have the same direction 
throughout the plane of the layer. If a retarder layer of this 
type is placed betWeen tWo cholesteric ?lters Whose selec 
tive re?ection bands overlap, then the information Which is 
Written Will be visible or readable. 

[0063] As already mentioned at the start, there is a further 
possibility of developing optical authentication elements 
Which are essentially formed by a cholesteric ?lter and tWo 
linear polariZers. 
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[0064] This is because combining a linear polariZer With a 
cholesteric ?lter makes it possible to produce different 
colours if a second linear polariZer, used as an analyZer, is 
arranged on the opposite side of the cholesteric ?lter from 
the ?rst polariZer. 

[0065] In the simplest case, an authentication element 
employing this effect Would consist only of one cholesteric 
layer. In order to produce an optical effect usable for 
authentication elements, it is then necessary to have tWo 
linear polariZers Which, as required, are to be held over or 
under the cholesteric layer. In this simple case, the choles 
teric layer may only be applied to a transparent substrate, for 
example glass. HoWever, if the authentication element is to 
be applied to a diffuse depolariZing substrate, then the ?rst 
polariZer may be integrated permanently in the authentica 
tion element. An authentication element of this type is 
represented in FIG. 11. This element consists of a choles 
teric layer 61, a substrate 62 and a ?rst polariZer 63, arranged 
betWeen the substrate 62 and the layer 61. The second linear 
polariZer, required for observing the stored information, is 
denoted 64 and, When required, should be held over the said 
element. 

[0066] The colour of the light passing in the direction of 
the arroW 65 through the linear polariZer 63 in the choles 
teric ?lter 61 is ?rstly determined by the Wavelength of the 
selective re?ection of the cholesteric ?lter 61. If the external 
linear polariZer 64 is then held over the cholesteric layer, 
then the colour changes When the polariZer 64 is rotated. If, 
for example, use is made of a cholesteric ?lter 61 Which 
re?ects the colour green, then it ?rstly appears red-violet in 
transmission. Conversely, if the layer is observed through 
the second polariZer 64, then on rotation of this polariZer the 
colours yelloW, green, red or blue are seen. 

[0067] If a uniaxial optical delay layer With a path differ 
ence of for example, M2, is then placed betWeen the cho 
lesteric ?lter 61 and the second polariZer 64, then for a 
constant position of the polariZer 64, the colours are changed 
by rotating the delay layer. Through suitable choice of 
re?ection Wavelength and bandWidth for the cholesteric 
?lter, and through suitable choice of the optical path differ 
ence and the direction of the optical axis of the delay layer, 
it is in this Way possible to produce a broad palette of 
colours. Instead of betWeen the cholesteric ?lter 61 and the 
polariZer 64, the delay layer may also be located betWeen the 
input polariZer 63 and the cholesteric ?lter 61. 

[0068] So long as an unstructured delay layer is used, the 
colour effects do not differ very greatly from those achieved 
using a single cholesteric layer betWeen tWo polariZers. 
HoWever When use is made of structured retarder layers in 
Which the optical axis Zonally has a different alignment, it is 
possible to produce locally different colours. One embodi 
ment of an authentication element designed in this Way is 
represented in FIG. 12. It consists of a ?rst polariZer 72, 
placed on a substrate 71, a cholesteric layer 73 and a 
structured LCP retarder layer 74 With an associated PPN 
orientation layer 75. If this element is placed under an 
external polariZer 76 Whose polariZation direction is, for 
example, perpendicular to the polariZation direction of the 
polariZer 72, then different colours are seen, the number of 
different colours depending on the structuring of the retarder 
layer 74 and being determined by the number of differently 
aligned optical axes. In this Way, information can be repre 
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sented in colour. This impressive optical effect is further 
enhanced in that the respective colours change When the 
polariZer 76 is rotated. Furthermore, on account of the 
dependence of these selective re?ection Wavelengths on 
vieWing angle, and on account of the optical path difference 
in the retarder layer, an authentication element of this type 
has a pronounced colour dependence on observation angle. 

[0069] Further to structuring the direction of the optical 
aXis, it is also possible to structure the optical delay in the 
retarder layer. It is thereby possible to optimiZe the appear 
ance of colour using an additional parameter. 

[0070] Although the combination of cholesteric ?lter and 
optical delay layer makes it possible to represent a large 
number of colours, it is nevertheless not possible With this 
arrangement to adjust the brightness of the colours over the 
full range from dark to bright. This can, hoWever, be 
achieved by structuring the cholesteric ?lter, for eXample by 
locally removing the cholesteric layer by photolithography, 
or by shifting the re?ection Wavelength of the cholesteric 
?lter When it is being produced by locally varying the path 
length in the invisible Wavelength range. Since the choles 
teric ?lter is not present, or is optically isotropic, at points 
treated in this Way, only the retarder layer determines the 
optical behaviour at these points. In the case of crossed 
polariZers, it is for eXample possible for the optical aXis to 
be set parallel to one of the polariZers, as a result of Which 
the light at this point is blocked and therefore appears dark. 
By varying the ratio of the areas of dark and coloured 
regions, it is thus possible to control the brightness of the 
individual colours (mosaic picture). 

[0071] As already mentioned above, the tilt effect 
described at the start in birefringent layers can also be 
produced in a different Way than is already knoWn, by means 
of Which it is possible to make authentication elements 
Whose tilt effect is more pronounced and Whose production 
is even easier to carry out. 

[0072] According to the invention, this is achieved in that 
at least one birefringent layer of the layer structure is 
constructed in such a Way that its effective optical delay 
depends on the angle of observation in this case, the optical 
ads may lie in the plane of the layer, ie there is no need to 
pay the eXtra cost of tilting the optical aXis out of the plane 
in de?ned fashion. The optical delay is equal to the product 
of the layer thickness and the optical anisotropy of the 
material, so that the optical delay for a given material can be 
adjusted by means of the layer thickness. Depending on the 
value of the optical delay, the layer appears With different 
colours or grey on observation using crossed polarisers. If 
the effect of optical delay is then dependent on the angle of 
observation, then the grey value or the colour changes 
correspondingly With the angle of observation. For eXample, 
With a material having positive, uniaXial optical anisotropy, 
the optical delay can be adjusted in such a Way that the layer 
appears violet When observed vertically. If, hoWever, the 
layer is vieWed obliquely, in such a Way that the vieWing 
angle and the optical aXis form a plane, then the colour 
changes from violet to yelloW. If, hoWever, one looks 
obliquely from a direction Which is perpendicular to the 
optical aXis, then the colour changes from violet to blue. 
With a corresponding position of the optical aXis, it is thus 
possible to achieve the effect that, When the layer is tilted 
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doWnWard or upWard, the colour changes from violet to 
yelloW, While it changes to blue When the layer is tilted to the 
right or to the left. 

[0073] This angular dependence of the optical delay can 
be employed to produce structured LCP authentication ele 
ments With information Written in them, this information 
having an angle-dependent appearance. If, for eXample, an 
LCP layer is structured as described in EP-A-689,084, in 
such a Way that the optical aXis of different regions are, in 
accordance With the information to be represented, either 
parallel or perpendicular to a reference aXis lying in the 
plane of the layer, then the information cannot at ?rst be seen 
under vertical observation With crossed polariZers. Only 
When the layer is observed obliquely does it become pos 
sible to see the pattern Which has been Written, since the 
angle of observation is then different for regions Whose 
optical aXes are perpendicular to one another. If the layer 
thickness is then again adjusted in such a Way that the optical 
delay appears violet under the vertical observation, then the 
colour changes from violet to blue on tilting about the 
reference aXis in those regions Where the optical aXis is 
parallel to the reference aXis, While the colour in the other 
regions simultaneously changes from violet to yelloW. If the 
layer is tilted upWard or doWnWard, then the information 
thus appears yelloW on a blue background or blue on a 
yelloW background if the layer is tilted to the left or to the 
right. Of course, by means of the layer thickness it is 
likeWise possible to set other colours, grey values or com 
binations of colours With grey values. When grey values are 
used, a black and White effect is obtained instead of the 
colour effect. 

[0074] In order to produce birefringent layers Whose 
apparent image changes With the vieWing angle, both uniaXi 
ally and biaXially birefringent materials are suitable. HoW 
ever, the dependence on vieWing angle can be enhanced 
further by using optically biaXial materials. If, for eXample, 
the refractive indeX perpendicular to the plane of the layer is 
less than the refractive indeX in the plane of the layer, then 
the optical delay and therefore the tilt effect under oblique 
observation change much more than in the case of a uniaXial 
material. 

[0075] Instead of using a biaXial material, the strong 
dependence of vieWing angle can also be achieved by a layer 
structure made of tWo or more uniaXial layers, the optical 
aXis in one layer being, for eXample, parallel or oblique With 
respect to the plane of the layer, While in a second layer it 
is perpendicular to the plane of the layer. Through suitable 
choice of the ratio betWeen the layer thicknesses, the tilt 
effect can be made more intense or Weaker. If, furthermore, 
the layer in Which the optical aXis is parallel or oblique With 
respect to the plane of the layer is also structured, that is to 
say the projection of the optical aXis onto the plane of the 
layer points Zonally in different aZimuthal directions, then 
under crossed polariZers With oblique observation, a pattern 
is seen Whose colours or grey values change With great effect 
When the observation angle is altered only slightly. 

[0076] In a further illustrative embodiment, the strong 
dependence on vieWing angle can also be achieved by a 
layer structure Which contains an unstructured optically 
biaXial layer as Well as a structured birefringent layer of 
optically uniaXial material. This can, for eXample, be 
brought about very simply by applying the structured bire 
fringent layer directly onto an optically biaXial sheet. 
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[0077] Authentication elements having a dependence on 
viewing angle can also be made by using a substrate Which 
can polariZe incident light as a function of angle. This is, for 
example, the case With non-metallic smooth surfaces, for 
example glass or plastic. Obliquely incident light Which is 
re?ected from the surface of such materials is at least partly 
polariZed. Under a particular angle of incidence (the BreW 
ster angle), Which depends on the respective material, the 
re?ected light is in fact completely linearly polariZed. If use 
is made of such a material With angle-dependent polariZing 
effect as a substrate for structured retarder layers, then 
obliquely incident light Which is re?ected from the surface 
of the substrate Will be polariZed before it passes again 
through the retarder layer. The polariZation state is then 
changed as a function of the local direction of the optical 
axis, so that a pattern can be seen in a correspondingly 
structured retarder layer if a layer of this type is vieWed 
obliquely through a polariZer. The optimum contrast is 
achieved if the layer is vieWed at the BreWster angle. The 
pattern disappears completely When the angle of observation 
is normal. 

[0078] Instead of birefringent layers, it is also possible to 
produce tilt effects by using layers Which anisotropically 
absorb light. Layers of this type can, for example, be made 
With LCP layers in Which dichroic dyes are incorporated. 
Since the dichroic dyes are oriented With the LCP molecules, 
the dichroic dyes can likewise be given a Zonally different 
orientation though structured orientation of the LCP mol 
ecules. On passing through the layer, originally isotropic 
light then becomes linearly polariZed, the polariZation direc 
tion being locally different and determined by the local 
orientation of the LCP or dichroic molecules. Depending on 
the dye Which is used, it is possible to polariZe light Within 
the visible range or only Within a single Wavelength range, 
so that the layers appear either grey or coloured. The pattern 
Which is Written can be seen if the layer is observed through 
a linear polariZer. 

[0079] LCP layers Which contain dichroic dyes exhibit 
absorption Which depends on the vieWing angle. If a uniaxi 
ally oriented LCP layer Which is doped With dichroic dyes 
is tilted about the orientation direction of the LCP or dye 
molecules, then because of the increase in the optical path 
With increasing tilt angle, the layer appears darker than With 
a normal angle of observation. HoWever, if the layer is tilted 
about an axis lying perpendicular to the LCP orientation 
direction in the plane of the layer, then the layer appears 
brighter since the absorption axis of the dye molecules is in 
this case oblique With respect to the incidence direction of 
the light, Which has the result that a smaller proportion of the 
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light is absorbed. In order to see these variations in bright 
ness due to tilting, it is not absolutely necessary to observe 
the layer through a polariZer. If, for example, an LCP layer 
is then structured in such a Way that, in different regions, the 
LCP molecule are parallel or perpendicular to one another, 
then When the layer is tilted about one of these tWo prefer 
ential directions, those regions With the LCP orientation 
parallel to the tilt axis appear darker, While the others appear 
brighter. Conversely, if the layer is tilted about the other 
preferential axis, then the brightness of the regions is inter 
changed. It is possible to see this effect as Well Without using 
an additional polariZer, and it is therefore particularly suit 
able for applications Where the intention is to check an 
authentication element Without an additional aid. 

[0080] The production of a PPN and LCP layer Which can 
be used according to the invention, as Well as the production 
of an authentication element With a tilt effect, Will be 
explained in more detail beloW. 

[0081] 1. Production of a PPN layer 

[0082] Suitable PPN materials include, for example, cin 
namic acid derivatives. 

[0083] For the investigations fundamental to the present 
invention, a PPN material With high glass point (Tg=133° 
C.) Was chosen: 

[0084] Polymer: 

o / CN 
0 

“ —\_ o 

[0085] A glass plate Was spin-coated With a 5 percent 
strength solution of the PPN material in NMP for one minute 
at 2000 rpm. The layer Was then dried for one hour at 
130|I|C on a heating bench and for a further hour in a 
vacuum. The layer Was then exposed to linearly polariZed 
light, 200 W Hg high-pressure lamp for 5 minutes at room 
temperature. The layer Was then used as an orientation layer 
for liquid crystals. 

[0086] 2. Mixture of cross-linkable LC monomers for 
the LCP layer. 

[0087] In the examples, the folloWing diacrylate compo 
nents Were used as cross-linkable LC monomers: 
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-continued 
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[0088] Using these components, a supercoolable nematic 
mixture MLCP With particularly loW melting point (TMz35° 
C.) Was developed, making it possible to prepare the LCP 
layer at room temperature. 

[0089] The diacrylate monomers Were present With the 
following composition in the mixture: 

Mon1 80% 
Mon2 15% 
Mon3 5% 

[0090] In addition a further 2% of the Ciba-Geigy photo 
initiator IRGACURE 369 Were added to the mixture. 

[0091] The mixture MLCP Was then dissolved in anisol. By 
means of the MLCP concentration in anisol, it Was possible 
to adjust the LCP layer thickness over a Wide range. 

[0092] For photoinitiated cross-linking of the LC mono 
mers, the layers Were exposed to isotropic light from a 150 
W xenon lamp for about 30 minutes in an inert atmosphere. 

[0093] 3. Authentication element With tilt effect 

[0094] The tWo halves of a PPN-coated glass plate Were 
exposed to polariZed UV light, the polariZation direction of 
the light When illuminating the second half being rotated 
through 90° relative to the ?rst exposure. In each case, the 
other half Was covered during the exposure. This gave tWo 
regions With planar, mutually perpendicular orientation 
directions. 

[0095] A5 percent strength solution of MLCP in anisol Was 
produced. The solution Was spun onto the PPN layer that had 
been exposed in the different Ways. Spin parameters: 2 
minutes at 1000 rpm. In order to optimiZe the orientation of 
the LC monomers, a coated substrate Was then heated to just 
above the clearing point (Tc=67° C.). The layer Was then 
cooled at a rate of 0.1° C./min to three degrees beloW the 
clearing point. 

[0096] After the LC monomers had cross-linked, the 
thickness of the LCP layer Which Was obtained Was about 80 
nm. 

[0097] If this layer is arranged betWeen crossed polariZers 
in such a Way that the orientation directions of the LCP layer 
form an angle of 45° With the transmission directions of the 
polariZers, then the LCP layer appears uniformly grey. If, 
hoWever, the layer is observed obliquely, With the vieWing 
direction and the orientation direction of the left-hand half of 
the plate forming a plane, then the left-hand half of the plate 
appears darker While the right-hand half of the plate appears 
lighter. 

[0098] To conclude, it should be pointed out that the 
optical effects described above, as Well as the corresponding 
layer structures and material compositions, represent no 
more than a choice from a plurality of embodiments accord 
ing to the invention, and may in particular be combined in 
a Wide variety of Ways in order to develop authenticating 
elements. 

[0099] Thus, it is of course possible for any-other kind of 
birefringent layer using Which it is possible to produce an 
optical effect that can be employed, for example for authen 
tication elements, to be put into the optical component 
instead of an LCP layer. 

[0100] It is furthermore possible for the examples 
described above, instead of a PPN orientation layer, to use 
a different orientation layer Which, according to the desired 
optical property and resolution, has the same or similar 
properties to a PPN layer. It is also conceivable to produce 
the orientation required for a retarder layer using a corre 
spondingly structured substrate. A structured substrate of 
this type can, for example, be produced by embossing, 
etching and scratching. 

[0101] Lastly, it should be pointed out that the multilayer 
structures according to the invention can be used not only as 
elements for safeguarding against forgery and copying, but 
for example can also be used to produce electro-optical 
liquid-crystal cells in Which the LCP layer ful?ls various 
optical and orienting functions. 

1-31. (Cancelled). 
32. An optical component comprising at least tWo layers, 

one layer being a structured retarder and the other layer 
being a polariZer, Wherein the polariZer is a circular polar 
1Zer. 
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33. An optical component according to claim 32, Wherein 
the retarder is structured by a structure of the optical delay. 

34. An optical component according to claim 32, Wherein 
the retarder is structured by having at least tWo regions With 
different optical aXis. 

35. An optical component according to claim 32, 33 or 34, 
Wherein the retarder comprises an anisotropie layer com 
prising cross-linked liquid crystal monomers. 

36. An optical component according to claim 32, Wherein 
tWo circular polariZers are arranged one above the other, one 
of Which rotates to the left and the other of Which rotates to 
the right. 

37. An optical component according to claim 32, Wherein 
for the circular polariZer a cholesteric layer is used. 

38. An optical component according to claim 36, Wherein 
for the circular polariZers cholesteric layers are used. 

39. An optical component according to claim 38, Wherein 
the tWo cholesteric layers, one of Which rotates to the left 
and the other of Which rotates to the right, have re?ection 
bands With maXima Which lie in different Wavelength ranges. 

40. An optical component according to claim 37, further 
comprising a linear polariZer. 

41. An optical component according to claim 38, further 
comprising a linear polariZer. 

42. An optical component according to claim 40, charac 
teriZed in that the cholesteric layer and the structured 
retarder are on the same side of the linear polariZer. 

43. An optical component according to claim 41, charac 
teriZed in that the cholesteric layer and the structured 
retarder are on the same side of the linear polariZer. 

44. An optical component according to claim 40, Wherein 
the linear polariZer is in contact With the cholesteric layer. 

45. An optical component according to claim 40, Wherein 
the linear polariZer is in contact With the structured retarder. 

46. An optical component according to claim 40, Wherein 
the linear polariZer is arranged on a substrate, the cholesteric 
layer is in contact With the linear polariZer, and an orienta 
tion layer is placed on the cholesteric layer, and further 
Wherein an optically anisotropic layer of cross-linked liquid 
crystal monomers, Which forms regions With different 
molecular orientations, is placed on the orientation layer. 

47. An element for protection against forgery or copying, 
including an optical component according to claim 32 and 
an eXternal linear or circular polariZer for analyZing encoded 
information. 
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48. A device for protection against forgery or copying, 
characteriZed in that an element according to claim 47 and 
a linear or circular polariZer are arranged on the same 
substrate. 

49. An optical component comprising an optically aniso 
tropic layer Which is formed by liquid-crystal molecules, 
Wherein the optically anisotropic layer contains ?uorescent 
molecules. 

50. An optical component according to claim 49, Wherein 
the optically anisotropic layer has at least tWo regions With 
different optical aXes. 

51. An element for protection against forgery or copying 
comprising an optical component comprising an optically 
anisotropic layer Which is formed by liquid-crystal mol 
ecules, Wherein the optically anisotropic layer contains 
?uorescent molecules. 

52. An optical component, containing a birefringent liq 
uid-crystal layer Which has at least tWo regions With different 
optical aXes, Wherein an optical delay of the liquid-crystal 
layer in the individual regions depends differently on an 
angle of observation. 

53. An optical component according to claim 52, Wherein 
a color of the element on observation through a polariZer 
differs locally. 

54. An optical component according to claim 52, charac 
teriZed in that it is biaXial. 

55. An optical component according to claim 54, Wherein 
the bire-fringent liquid-crystal layer is biaXial. 

56. An element for protection against forgery or copying 
comprising an optical component comprising a birefringent 
liquid-crystal layer Which has at least tWo regions With 
different optical aXes, Wherein an optical delay of the 
liquid-crystal layer in the individual regions depends differ 
ently on an angle of observation. 

57. An element for protection against forgery or copying, 
being arranged on a substrate and comprising an optical 
anisotropic layer Which has at least tWo regions With differ 
ent optical aXes, Wherein the substrate is a re?ective polar 
iZer. 

58. A device for protection against forgery or copying 
comprising an element and an analyZer, Wherein the ana 
lyZer and the element are arranged on a single substrate. 


